
Surprising Transformations

During my summer evening walks in the country site it is some-
times remarkable what you can see in nature. Especially in your 
own neighborhood.

I always carry my camera with me, you never know what you en-
counter. Like the three pictures in this publication made of Sophie.

I hadn’t seen her for a few years now. Her name is Sophie and 
is just living a few streets from my house. Gorgeous girl. Nicely 
shaped and beautiful hear. When I met her at the waterside at the 
old pond, just North of our village, my eyes really popped when I 
saw her packed in beautiful tight fitting latex. “Good evening So-
phie, what a pleasant surprise to see you overhere and dressed so 
nicely”. “Thank you, long time not seen” Sophie said. “Yes indeed 
and I regret this because your body looks astonishing in latex”. 
Sophie smiled a bit shy. She replied to me that I wasn’t looking to 

bad either. 
“What have you been doing since we met last time”, I asked. “Oh” she 
replied, “I have been working with genetics in my own company”. My 
company is specialised in transformations. I like to take my work at 
home and I like transformations. Do you want to see an example of one 
which I call the Reptile Transformation?”. I stumbled “You mean that you 
can transform yourself by genetics?”. “Oh yes” she said. “It is not a big 
event. Just simply drink a substrate. It will mix into your blood and you 

transformation made my body shiver. She sat there for a moment 
and then slide into the pond’s water. She winked me to follow.
Well who could stand against forces of nature with such a nice 
creature like Sophie winking to you. It is always nice to follow your 
natural instinct. 

The substrate didn’t taste as worse as it looked like. The water was 
a bit cold, but Sophie did know ways to fully compensate that....

And again I experienced a nice evening in nature.
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can switch it on or of by your own mind. I just want to enjoy this pond 
with one of my nice transformations. Do you want to see it or do you 
even want to join it ?” She asked. “Well”, I answered,”If it doesn’t bother 
you I can always join a good transformation party” I Joked. 
More serious now she said “The bottle with substrate is standing over 
there. If you want to follow just swallow”. She looked straight at me. Sud-
denly a reptile tongue came out of here mouth and she started to trans-
form into something unbelievable, while still looking into my eyes. This 


